Abstract. Multi-view echocardiographic sequences segmentation is crucial for clinical diagnosis. However, this task is challenging due to limited labeled data, huge noise, and large gaps across views. Here we propose a recurrent aggregation learning method to tackle this challenging task. By pyramid ConvBlocks, multi-level and multi-scale features are extracted efficiently. Hierarchical ConvLSTMs next fuse these features and capture spatial-temporal information in multi-level and multi-scale space. We further introduce a double-branch aggregation mechanism for segmentation and classification which are mutually promoted by deep aggregation of multi-level and multi-scale features. The segmentation branch provides information to guide the classification while the classification branch affords multi-view regularization to refine segmentations and further lessen gaps across views. Our method is built as an end-to-end framework for segmentation and classification. Adequate experiments on our multi-view dataset (9000 labeled images) and the CAMUS dataset (1800 labeled images) corroborate that our method achieves not only superior segmentation and classification accuracy but also prominent temporal stability.
Introduction
Multi-view echocardiographic sequences delineation provides important insight for clinical diagnosis. The knowledge pattern of cardiac structures and textures associated with deforming tissues can be observed in echocardiographic sequence while in single frames the information is always missing and incomplete [1] . Echocardiographic sequence also permits the assessment of wall motion and
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Interference of deforming tissues, artifacts, and noise in the sequence identification of end-diastolic (ED) and end-systolic (ES) phases. Cardiologists usually check multi-view echocardiographic sequences in clinical decision-making [2] . The apical-2-chamber view (A2C), A3C, and A4C are the most commonly used views for the left ventricle (LV) functional assessment. Most clinical indexes of the LV (e.g., area, volume, and ejection fraction) are basically measured in these standard apical views. Segmentation of the LV is generally a prerequisite for such quantitative analysis [3] . In clinical routine, quantitative analysis of the LV still involves careful review and massive manual interpretation by experts, which is a tedious and time-consuming task. Thus, automatic methods are desired to facilitate this process. However, multi-view echocardiographic sequences segmentation remains a challenging task as illustrated in Fig. 1 . First, the fuzzy border, huge noise, and abounding artifacts of echocardiographic images result in local missing and incomplete of the anatomical structures; Second, multi-view heterogeneous data varies in the anatomical structure, and image properties differ widely across vendors and centers; Third, in the sequence, artifacts and noise are much severer, and the motion of mitral valve, trabeculation, and papillary muscles also poses additional interference; Finally, limited labeled data restricts the performance of supervised learning based methods. The application scenario of existing methods is always limited and only suitable under a specific situation. They mostly focus on specific view [4] or single frames (i.e., without considering the sequence) [5] or one single vendor and center [6] . As for sequence segmentation, existing methods try to leverage temporal information by using a deformable model combined with the optical flow [7, 8] or fine-tuning pretrained CNN dynamically with first frame's label till the last frame [9] . The major downsides of these temporal methods are that they are computational cumbersome and not an end-to-end manner. The limited labeled data and specific application scenario confine the performance of existing methods and lead to the suboptimal solution.
To achieve a unified model for multi-view echocardiographic sequences segmentation, we propose a recurrent aggregation learning method (RAL). The workflow is depicted in Fig. 2 . Pyramid ConvBlocks joint hierarchical ConvLSTMs are utilized to capture multi-level and multi-scale spatial-temporal information, enabling RAL the ability to harness the knowledge across heterogeneous data (multi-view, multi-center, and multi-vendor). We further introduce a double-branch aggregation mechanism for segmentation and classification to lessen gaps across multi-view data. Different from existing methods, RAL fully exploits the long term spatial-temporal information in an end-to-end manner and does not depend on any deformable model or optical flow or pretrained segmentation models. RAL can accommodate heterogeneous data, not only generate accuracy segmentation results but also achieve the classification of different views at the same time and gain prominent temporal stability.
Method
RAL is built as an end-to-end framework and comprised of three key components: the feature extraction module, the segmentation branch, and the classification branch (as depicted in Fig. 2 ). The feature extraction module consists of pyramid dilated dense convolution blocks (ConvBlocks). The segmentation branch contains hierarchical recurrent architecture of multiple ConvLSTMs [10] . While the classification branch involves a series of aggregation downsample and fully connected layers.
Multi-Level and Multi-Scale Features Extraction. We design pyramid ConvBlocks architecture in the feature extraction module, which includes 5 ConvBlocks to extract multi-level and multi-scale features. Multi-level information provides the global geometric characteristic of the LV, while multi-scale information can help to strengthen thin and small regions, further refine the boundaries of the LV. They contribute to lessening the gap across views, vendors, and centers, increasing robustness to images conditions and the anatomical structure variations. One ConvBlock contains L densely connected dilated convolution layers as shown in Fig. 3 , which can expand the receptive field and meanwhile preserve the resolution of feature maps. While the transition layer changes channels and resolution of feature maps by convolution and pooling. The feedforward information propagation from preceding l layers to (l + 1) th layer can be formulated as
where y l are the output of the l th layer, C(·) refers to the concatenation of previous layers' outputs. D(·) is a composite function of three connected operations: batch normalization (BN), rectified linear unit (ReLU), and dilated convolution. Five ConvBlocks generate multi-level and multi-scale features f t = {f t,1 , f t,2 , f t,3 , f t,4 , f t,5 } for frame t in the sequence. Pyramid ConvBlocks endow RAL with the superior feature extraction ability and the LV region detection capacity in multi-level and multi-scale space, further contribute to capturing the global geometric characteristic of the LV and then establishing uniform semantic features. Thus RAL can detect and extract the LV accurately and robustly from not only ED and ES frames but also other frames in the sequence where the boundary is not clear (disturbed by noise and other tissues, see sequence samples in Fig. 1 ). Recurrent Features Fusion for Spatial-Temporal Modeling. For sequence segmentation, capturing the LV characteristic over time is essential for temporal stability. Recent studies based on LSTM have shown great ability to learn sequential information. Inspired by [11, 12] , we conduct hierarchical ConvLSTMs to exploit long term spatial-temporal modeling as depicted in Fig. 3 . We add recurrence in the temporal domain to generate prediction S t for frame t in the sequence, which carries forward the LV information from previous frames to following frames and allows the matching between consecutive frames naturally. Additionally, we also add recurrence in the spatial domain for multi-level and multi-scale features fusion, which helps to integrate multi-level and multi-scale features efficiently.
The output y t,k of the k th ConvLSTM at frame t depends on the following variables: (1) k th level and scale feature f t,k from the feature extraction module; (2) the output y t,k−1 of preceding (k − 1)
th ConvLSTM at the same frame t; (3) the output y t−1,k from the k th ConvLSTM of previous frame t−1; (4) the hidden state representation h t,k−1 from preceding (k − 1)
th ConvLSTM at the same frame t, which is the spatial hidden state; (5) the hidden state representation h t−1,k from the k th ConvLSTM of previous frame t − 1, which is the temporal hidden state. The information flow can be formulated as
where B(·) is the bilinear upsampling operator. At each time step, every ConvL-STM accepts hidden states and encoded spatial-temporal features from previous ConvLSTMs and frame, the corresponding extracted feature from the feature extraction module, it then outputs encoded spatial-temporal features to next ConvLSTM and frame. Finally, predictions S t are generated by the last ConvL-STM at every frame. Double-Branch Aggregation Learning. To further lessen the gaps across multi-view and refine multi-view segmentation results, we introduce a doublebranch aggregation mechanism for simultaneous segmentation and classification of multi-view echocardiographic sequences as depicted in Fig. 2 . Feature from the last ConvBlock is sent to the classification branch. Next, it goes through successive convolution and pooling operators to deeply aggregate with multi-level and multi-scale spatial-temporal features from the segmentation branch. Finally, the classification result is produced by fully connected layers. The segmentation branch generates multi-view segmentations while the classification branch discriminates the specific view. They are mutually promoted by deep aggregation of multi-level and multi-scale spatial-temporal features. The segmentation branch provides multi-level and multi-scale spatial-temporal information to guide the classification while the classification branch affords multiview discriminative regularization to refine the segmentation results and further lessen the gaps across views. This double-branch aggregation mechanism endows RAL outstanding ability to adapt complex variations of anatomical structure.
Additionally, we propose an aggregation loss to dynamically facilitate the communication between the segmentation branch and the classification branch as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The aggregation loss comprises the segmentation loss and classification loss. The segmentation loss is a combination of binary cross-entropy loss and dice loss. While the classification loss is categorical cross-entropy loss. Thus the aggregation loss function can be formulated as
where G and P denote ground truth and prediction of segmentation respectively, g and p refer to ground truth and prediction of classification separately, i indicates the type of view. Besides, λ s and λ c are the corresponding balance coefficients, both are chosen empirically during the training process. 
Experiments
Datasets. To validate the efficiency of RAL, we built a large multi-view echocardiographic sequences dataset, which was acquired from three centers' various vendor machines (The Second People's Hospital of Shenzhen, The Third People's Hospital of Shenzhen, and Peking University First Hospital). We further evaluate RAL on the public CAMUS dataset [6] . Our dataset contains 300 sequences from 3 views and every sequence includes 30 frames. All 9000 frames were labeled by two experts. Fig. 4 presents A2C, A3C, and A4C sequences samples segmented by RAL and experts. While the CAMUS dataset only contains manual labels at ED and ES frames, which was acquired from a single vendor and center. Table. 1 shows the specifications of two datasets. Evaluation Metrics. Accuracy, Dice, Mean Absolute Distance (MAD) and Hausdorff Distance (HD) are used to measure segmentation results. We further evaluate the segmentation performance with the ED, ES volume, and ejection fraction on the CAMUS dataset. We utilize the output of RAL to compute clinical indices according to standard guidelines [3] . Implementation Details. All images are resized to 256×256 for computational efficiency. We employ Adam with the learning rate of 0.001 as the optimizer. The dilated rates of 5 ConvBlocks are 1, 1, 2, 4, 8 respectively, and every ConvBlock contains 6 layers. Besides, a dynamical decay mechanism is utilized to reduce the learning rate by monitoring the change of Dice. Ten-fold cross-validation was utilized to provide an unbiased estimation. Ablation Study. We evaluate our method under different configurations to corroborate the necessity of every component in RAL. The classification branch, ConvBlock, spatial modeling and temporal modeling are removed respectively. Temporal Stability. We compute the mean of Accuracy, Dice, HD, and MAD at different frames of all echocardiographic sequences and then observe the volatility of each metric to assess the temporal stability. As shown in Fig. 5 , RAL achieves stable mean values of all four metrics in the cardiac cycle, only exists moderate fluctuating in the middle of the sequence. This means spatial-temporal modeling of RAL is efficient. RAL achieves not only superior segmentation accuracy but also a good coherence of consecutive frames in the sequence. Limitation. In Fig. 5 , from ED to ES frames, we observe that Accuracy and Dice decay slightly while HD and MAD increase mildly, and all metrics keep relatively stable in the diastole but show feeblish recoverability. The sequential process carries errors forward resulting in accumulation of temporal errors in the cardiac cycle. Fortunately, the fluctuating rate is moderate and the worst results are still fairly good. This limitation could be alleviated via Bi-direction LSTM.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a recurrent aggregation learning method to exploit long term spatial-temporal information for simultaneous segmentation and classification of multi-view echocardiographic sequences. Multi-level and multi-scale features are recurrently aggregated on both spatial domain and temporal domain for effective spatial-temporal modeling. A double-branch aggregation mechanism further brings multi-view discriminative regularization to refine the segmentation results. Adequate experiments of geometrical and clinical evaluation demonstrate that RAL achieves not only superior segmentation and classification accuracy, prominent temporal stability, but also high correlations on clinical indices.
